Abstract-K-means algorithm and ant clustering algorithm are all traditional algorithms. The two algorithms can complement each other. The combination of two algorithms will improve clustering's accuracy and speed up algorithm' convergence. Tests prove hybrid clustering algorithm is more effective than each above-mentioned algorithm. Especially, the new algorithm has good results in image segmentation.
INTRODUCTION
Clustering analysis plays an important role in data mining field. Data can be grouped into different classes or clusters by clustering analysis. There exists better similarity among the objects in the same class and poorer similarity among the objects in different classes. According to the theory of machine learning, clustering is a kind of unsupervised learning because it has no priori knowledge of classification. Clustering analysis is widely applied in image processing, model recognition, document retrieval, medical diagnosis, web analysis etc. At present, it has become a popular research subject in the field of data mining. Many researchers are deeply absorbed in this work.
Clustering analysis dated from 1960s [1] [2][3] [4] . Traditional classification methods include hierarchical method, partitioning method, density-based method, gridbased method and model-based method etc. In recent years, a lot of new clustering algorithms have been proposed after deep study on clustering. Among them is clustering algorithm based on ant system. Up to now, combination of two or three different clustering algorithms is new to clustering analysis. This paper introduces a novel way that ant system is combined with k-means algorithm to improve clustering performance. The aim is to optimize clustering. Tests prove its has good result.
II. ANT CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
Ant colony algorithm [5] [6] is a novel optimization method by simulating evolution. Ant clustering algorithm is its branch, which is a kind of clustering algorithm based on swarm intelligence [7] [8] and is often applied in image segmentation [9] [10] . Researchers observed the fact that ants can classify their ant babies automatically and orderly. Researchers were enlightened from this, ant clustering algorithm was proposed. Its basic idea is that all unclustering objects are put on a two-dimensional grid. Each object takes an initial place randomly. Ants are also on the grid and can move randomly. When an ant runs into an object, it will measure colony similarity within its local range. This data will be transformed into the probability that the ant moves the object by. The ant will pick up or drop the object according to the value of this probability. The transportation of objects by ants is a process of selforganization clustering. In the end, different clusters on the flat will take shape.
A. Definitions of colony similarity
Colony similarity is the similarity between an un-clustering object and other objects within its local range. The expression of that is: 
B. Probability transformation function
The task of probability transformation function is to transform colony similarity into the probability of ants transporting un-clustering object. Colony similarity is its variable. The co-domain of probability transformation function is from 0 to 1. It usually can be drawn into two corresponding curves on the co-ordinate. One expresses the probability of pick-up, another expresses the probability of drop. The regulation of probability transformation function is as followed: The more the colony similarity is, the less the probability of pick-up is; the less the colony similarity is, the more the probability of pick-up is. To the probability of drop, visa versa. According to this principle, we can choose sigmoid function as probability transformation function. The probability of pick-up and the probability of drop are individually defined as followed:
Here:
c is a constant. The more it is, the faster convergence of algorithm is.
C. Description of the algorithm
The process of ant clustering is described as following: a) Initialization of the algorithm parameters: including antnumber, square of the flat, cycle-counter, α r etc. b) Data are randomly put on the two dimensional flat and each data object is set as a coordinate (x, y). c) An object is assigned to an ant. Assuming all ants are unloaded. d) Cycle counter++ e) A group of ants begin clustering circle.
f) The colony similarity will be calculated according to formula (1) , which the object loaded by an ant is centered with the radius of r. g) If an ant is unloaded, p P is calculated according to formula (2) . h) Comparing p P to a random probability r P , if p r P P < , the ant doesn't pick up the object and another object will be assigned to this ant. Otherwise the ant will pick up the object. The status of ant also be changed into the loaded and a new coordinate will be randomly assigned to it. i) If the ant is loaded, d P is calculated according to formula (3). j) Comparing d P to a random probability r P , if d r P P > , the ant drops the object and the coordinate of ant will be assigned to this object. The status of the ant will be changed into the unloaded. At this time the algorithm randomly assigns another data object to the ant. Otherwise the ant continues moving with object loaded and will be randomly assigned a new coordinate. k) If all the ants end up moving, the algorithm will execute step l, otherwise the program will choose the next ant and jump to step e. l) If cycle number<MAXCYCLE_NUMBER, jump to step d, otherwise the program will output the clustering result.
III. K-MEANS ALGORITHM
K-means algorithm is an algorithm based on partition, the algorithm assumes that there is a database consisting of n objects and k is known as the number of clustering. We can make use of the partition method to build k partitions ( k n ≤ ). Each partition denotes a cluster. Clustering is also based on the similarity between objects. Usually the distance such as Euclidean distance and cosine distance is measured as the similarity. The result of clustering analysis is that objects in the same class are as similar as possible and objects belonging to different classes are as un-similar as possible. The oftenused partition-methods are k-means algorithm and k-center algorithm.
A. The principle of k-means algorithm
K objects are randomly chosen from n objects as initial clustering centers. Then the algorithm calculates the distance from each object to k clustering centers and judge which distance is nearest to the clustering center. If one object is that, it will be assigned to this cluster. When all the work of computation is done, it will form k new clusters. Next, the algorithm re-computes a mean value of each new cluster as its new clustering center. According to aboveprocedure, the algorithm will repeat calculating the distance and iterating till criterion function converges. The sum of square error is often-used as the criterion function. It's defined as:
E is the sum of square error to all objects in the database. P is a point in the space that expresses a given object. i m is the mean of clustering i C .According to this criterion, data belonging to the same class is as more similar as possible and data from different classes are as more different as possible.
B. Step of K-means algorithm
We can describe the process of K-means algorithm as followed: Input: cluster number k, a database of n objects Output: k clusters to ensure minimize the sum of square error. a) K objects are randomly chosen as initial clustering centers.
b) The distance between each object and correspondent clustering center is calculated. According to the criterion of the shortest distance, the algorithm assigns them to the correspondent cluster.
IV. THE COMBINATION OF ANT CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
AND K-MEANS ALGORITHM One advantage of ant clustering algorithm is, without any information about classification, this algorithm can finish a primary clustering. However two problems exist. One is, when the algorithm ends up, there are some data not to be assigned to a stack. We call them free data, including the data ants loaded and the data located on the grid individually. Another problem is, if data is placed in a data stack incorrectly, it will cost long time to be moved to the correct data stack by ant. K-means algorithm can make the square error of k clustering minimize. In case of many data, it is effective and smart. However you must assign k value before clustering. It is difficult to some inexperienced users. On the other hand, the choosing of initial clustering centers will make influence on the final clustering result.
A. Hybrid clustering algorithm
Hybrid clustering algorithm is based on the combination of ant clustering algorithm and K-means algorithm. According to random ergodic theory, ant clustering algorithm doesn't need priori knowledge to do clustering analysis. This algorithm can avoid local optimization but will cost long time to compute. K-means algorithm needs an initial clustering to analyze by means of certainty inspiring principle. However it can converge fast. Two algorithms have complementary advantages. K-means algorithm is convergent in theory. K-means algorithm is able to remove the incorrect point quickly and assign free data object to the corresponding cluster. Hybrid algorithm doesn't need input initial cluster information and can avoid bad results because of incorrect initial information. Obviously, the combination will accelerate the running of algorithm and improve clustering.
B. The description of hybrid clustering algorithm
Hybrid clustering algorithm is described as following: a) Each data object is made to do clustering with ant clustering algorithm. In addition, this new algorithm has good application in image segmentation. In order to test its segmentation effect, we use K-means method, ant clustering algorithm and hybrid algorithm to get segmentation for two images individually. The segmentation objects are the image 'Lena' and 'peppers'. 256 × 256, the gray-level is 256. The test is under Windows XP environment.
Comparing two segmented images, to segmented images with K-means method, we can find the object was not segmented completely from the background and some details in the image such as hair of Lena also lost. The information about edge in images is less than that new method. So is ant clustering algorithm. Obviously, the images segmented by hybrid method is better. Their contours are more clear. The results prove the new hybrid algorithm is more effective in image segmentation and we believe it will have good application in other fields. 
